SMARTPACK 1250
TM

High pressure modular
industrial fan–pack designed
for heavy duty applications

SmartPacktm 1250 AC Basic
Targeted to deliver the high
demanding performance typically
found in industrial applications.
Four optimised configurations
based on standard industrial AC
three phases motors: IEC 50Hz
5,5-7,5kW solutions and IEC or
NEMA standard 60Hz 7,5-10Hp.
Thanks to the integration of
standard AC asynchronous motors,
SmartPackTM offers all of the
advantages of strong motor
construction, special motor
features and worldwide spare
parts availability.

The AC combination of an
optimised impeller profile
and SmartPackTM design
satisfies the challenging
requirements needed by
the industrial refrigeration
and heat exchanger markets.

SmartPackTM 1250 Basic + AC IE3
motor exceed N50 efficiency grade
without the use of VFD (Draft ErP
Regulation Review 327/2011).

SmartPacktm 1250 AC Basic 50Hz 5,5kW

SmartPacktm 1250 AC Basic 60Hz 7,5Hp

SmartPacktm 1250 AC Basic 50Hz 7,5kW

SmartPacktm 1250 AC Basic 60Hz 10Hp

EC to achieve and maintain
highest possible efficiency
levels within a wide
operating range.

SmartPackTM 1250 EC Basic

SmartPacktm 1250 EC Basic 975 - 600 rpm

Targeted to deliver highest possible efficiency levels,
while maintaining the high demanding performance
typically needed in industrial applications.
Optimised configuration based on high efficiency
permanent magnet EC motor.
Thanks to specifically designed EC synchronous motors,
built to strict industrial conditions, SmartPacktm 1250 EC
is the advanced solution providing impressive efficiency
within a wide operational speed range.
The attached EC Drive placed on casing exterior is ready
for the 3 phase power supply 380-460V 50-60Hz, solves
typical limitations due to high temperature airflow,
making connection and maintenance easy.

SmartPacktm 1250 EC Drive lifetime

SmartPack EC provides continuous airflow with
temperatures from -40 °C to +80 °C or -40 °F to +176 °F.
TM

SMARTPACKTM EC motor drives are not integrated to the
motors, but are placed outside the main airflow casing,
which has several advantages, from easier maintenance
to easily accessible modular spare parts, ensuring a long
lifetime.
*Noise measured at suction side, middle pressure point
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SmartPackTM 1250 Basic + EC motor exceed N50
Efficiency grade (Draft ErP Regulation Review 327/2011).
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SmartPackTM is available with both AC and EC
motor technologies.
AC meets demanding industrial requirements
and worldwide spare parts availabity.
EC achieves and maintains highest possible
efficiency levels within a wide operating range.
The drive is placed outside main air-flow on casing
resulting in easier maintenance, spare parts
modularity and longer lifetime.

1250 SmartCase

SMARTPACKTM meets current and foreseeable
European and International compliance
and conformity requirements
SMARTPACKTM delivers higher pressure, higher
efficiency and lower noise than any other Plug & Play
fan-pack on the market, and is designed for use in
harsh environmental conditions.
SmartPackTM is usable in the temperature range
-40 °C to +80 °C or -40 °F to 176 °F.

